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Let [Xi , i1] be a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors in Rd, and let &p , 0< p<1,
be a positive, integer valued random variable, independent of Xi s. The &-stable
distributions are the weak limits of properly normalized random sums &p
i=1
X i , as
&p w
P  and p&p w
d &. We study the properties of &-stable laws through their
representation via stable laws. In particular, we estimate their tail probabilities and
provide conditions for finiteness of their moments.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
The goal of this paper is the introduction of a new class of multivariate
distributions, the &-stable laws, that includes stable and geometric stable
laws as special cases. Let [Xi , i1] be a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors
(r.v.) in Rd. Consider a random sum
S&p=X1+ } } } +X&p , (1)
where &p , 0< p<1, is an integer valued random variable (r.v.) and
&p w
P  (in probability) while p&p w
d & as p  0 (in distribution). The
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limiting distribution of normalized S&p is called &-stable. If the sum (1) is
deterministic, then the limiting distributions are stable laws (see [20] and
references therein). If &p is a geometric random variable with mean 1p then
the limit is a geometric stable (GS) law (see [1, 5, 8, 11, 15, 16, 18]).
Random summation appears in applied problems in many fields, including
physics, biology, economics, insurance mathematics, reliability and queuing
theories (see, [7] and the references therein). Since the &-stable distributions
approximate random sums, they have many natural applications in
stochastic modeling. In particular, GS laws successfully compete with stable
laws in modeling financial asset returns (see, e.g., [2, 12, 14, 16, 17]).
We show that the representation, moments, and tail behavior of univariate
&-stable distributions, as discussed in [13], naturally extend to the multi-
variate case. We prove that stable and &-stable vectors have similar tail
behavior. However, as established in [18], they may have very different
asymptotics at the origin (for example, densities of GS laws may be
unbounded at zero; in fact sharp peaks at the origin coupled with heavy
tails are the features of GS distributions that make them particularly useful
in financial modeling).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define multivariate
&-stable distributions and give examples. In Section 3, we establish a
representation of &-stable r.v.’s as location and scale mixtures of stable laws.
This representation provides the most effective tool in the further study of
&-stable vectors. We also discuss some fundamental properties of &-stable
distributions. The rest of the paper focuses on tail probabilities in Section 4
and moments of &-stable distributions in Section 5.
Notation. We use the following notation throughout the paper. For any
s=(s1 , ..., sd) and t=(t1 , ..., td) from Rd, we let (s, t)=di=1 t i si and
&t&=( t, t)12=(di=1 t
2
i )
12 denote the inner product and the correspond-
ing norm in Rd. The unit sphere in Rd is denoted as Sd=[s # Rd: &s&=1].
Further, ‘‘wd ’’ denotes weak convergence, while ‘‘wP ’’ represents conver-
gence in probability.
2. DEFINITIONS
Let [&p , p # (0, 1)] be a family of non-negative, integer-valued random
variables, such that when p  0,
&pw
P  and p&p w
d &, (2)
where & is a non-negative random variable with distribution function (d.f.)
A (&tA).
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Under the above conditions, we define &-stable random vectors and
distributions as follows.
Definition 2.1. A random vector Y (and its distribution) is said to
be &-stable, if there exists an independent of &p sequence of i.i.d. random
vectors X1 , X2 , ..., and a=a( p)>0, b=b( p) # Rd such that
a( p) :
&p
i=1
(Xi+b( p)) w
d Y, as p  0. (3)
We say that a &-stable r.v. Y is regular if #, the Laplace transform of &,
satisfies the condition:
#(&log 81(t))=#(&log 82(t)) for all t implies that 81 #82 ,
where 81 and 82 are infinitely divisible characteristic functions. In the
sequel, we restrict our attention to regular &-stable laws. The classical
Transfer Theorem and its converse (see, e.g., [19, 21]) lead to the follow-
ing characterization of regular &-stable random vectors.
Proposition 2.1. A random vector Y=(Y1 , ..., Yd) is regular &-stable if
and only if its ch.f. 9(t)=E exp[i( t, Y)] has the form
9(t)=#(&log 8(t)), (4)
where # is the Laplace transform of & and 8 is the ch.f. of a stable law in Rd.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of the one-dimensional case as
presented in [13], and thus it is omitted. K
In view of (4) and the spectral representation of stable laws (see, e.g.,
[20]), there exist a parameter : (0<:2), a finite measure 1 on Sd , and
a vector m # Rd, such that
9(t)=# \|Sd |( t, s) |
: |:, 1(( t, s) ) 1(ds)&i( t, m)+ , (5)
where
|:, ;(x)={
1&i; sign(x) tan(?:2),
1+i;
2
?
sign(x) log |x|,
if :{1,
if :=1.
(6)
We say that the r.v. Y=(Y1 , ..., Yd) given by (5)(6) is &&stable (and its
components Y1 , ..., Yd are jointly &-stable) with spectral representation (1, m),
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where 1 is the spectral measure. To emphasize the shape parameter :, we
use the notation: Yt&:(1, m). Similarly, a stable r.v. X with spectral
measure 1 and location parameter m (with the ch.f. 8 as in (4)), will be
denoted as XtS:(1, m). If 8 corresponds to a strictly stable distribution
in Rd, we will say that Y is strictly &-stable. The conditions (in terms of 1
and m) for strict stability of X (see [20]) lead to the following alternative
definition of strictly &-stable Y.
Definition 2.2. A random vector Y has a strictly &-stable distribution
in Rd if its ch.f. follows the representation (5) and (6) with either 1#0 or
10 and
{
m=0,
|
Sd
sk1(ds)=0, for k=1, ..., d,
if :{1,
if :=1.
(7)
A random vector Yt&:(1, m) is symmetric &-stable if and only if :=2
and m=0, or 0<:<2, m=0, and 1 is a finite, symmetric measure on Sd ,
in which case
9(t)=# \|Sd |( t, s) |
: 1(ds)+ .
Remarks and Examples. 1. In the one dimensional case (5) reduces
to
(t)=#(_: |t| : |:, ;(t)&i+t), (8)
the ch.f. of a &-stable random variable &:(_, ;, +) (see [13]).
2. All constant random vectors in Rd are &-stable.
3. If &p has a Poisson distribution with mean 1p, then &#1 and (5)
reduces to ch.f. a stable law in Rd (see [20]). Thus, stable distributions are
regular &-stable.
4. If &p is a geometric random variable with mean 1p, then & has a
standard exponential distribution with #(z)=(1+z)&1, and (5) reduces to
the ch.f. of a geometric stable distribution (see, e.g., [1, 8, 11, 15, 16, 18]).
Thus, GS distributions are regular &-stable. A more general class of
generalized Linnik distributions is obtained when &p has a negative binomial
distribution, in which case & has a Gamma distribution (see [5] for the
univariate case).
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5. Both stable and (strictly) GS laws have the stability property. In
the GS case, for any 0<p<1 there exists a( p)>0, such that
a( p) :
&p
i=1
X i =
d
X1 (in distribution), (9)
where &p is geometrically distributed random variable with mean 1p, inde-
pendent of [Xi , i1] (see [11]). Equation (9) with other integer-valued
random variables &p was studied in [4], [9], and [10]. Its solutions were
called &p -stable laws. However, since (9) has nontrivial solutions only
under very tight conditions on &p (see [10]), the class of &p -stable laws is
quite restrictive. Our definition leads to a broader class of distributions.
6. In view of (4), all regular &-stable r.v.’s can be interpreted as the
values of a subordinated stable Le vy process. More precisely, if Yt&:(1, m),
then Y =d X(&), where X is a d-dimensional stable process with independent
increments, X(0)=0, and X(1)tS:(1, m). Consequently, &-stable distribu-
tions may be studied via the theory of (stopped) Le vy processes (see [3]).
Although we do not adopt this approach, let us note here that infinite
divisibility of Y easily follows from (4), provided that the distribution of &
is infinitely divisible. One can then derive the Le vy measure of Y from that
of X(1) (see, e.g., Lemma 7, VI.2, of [3], and also [6]). The two Le vy
measures may have entirely different asymptotic behavior (for example,
[15] shows that the rate at which the mass increases at the origin is
logarithmic in the GS case, compared with a polynomial rate in the stable
case).
3. REPRESENTATION AND PROPERTIES
In this section we derive a representation of &-stable random vectors via
stable distributions and establish some of their fundamental properties. We
find that many properties of &-stable distributions are similar to those of
stable laws, and essentially do not depend on the particular distribution of &.
The following result extends the representation of univariate &-stable
random variables (derived in [13]) to the multivariate case.
Theorem 3.1. Yt&:(1, m) if and only if
Y =
d {
m&+&1:X,
m&+\2? & log &+ g+&X,
if :{1,
if :=1,
(10)
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with
g=(g1 , ..., gd)=|
Sd
s1(ds), (11)
where XtS:(1, 0), &tA, and X and & are independent.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of the one-dimensional case, as
presented in [13]. Let 8 be the ch.f. of XtS:(1, 0). Note that for any
t # Rd and z>0, we have
8(z1:t)={[8(t)]z exp {&
2
?
z log zi( t, g)= ,
[8(t)]z,
if :=1,
if :{1.
Thus, the ch.f. of the RHS of (10) equals E[8(t) exp[i( t, m)]]&, which is
the same as (5), since Eu&=#(&log u). K
The representation given in Theorem 3.1 and conditioning on & produce
a relation between the distribution functions and densities (if the distribu-
tions are non-singular) of &-stable and stable random vectors. Let G:, 1, m( } )
and F:, 1( } ) be d.f.’s of &:(1, m) and S:(1, 0) r.v.’s respectively, and let
g:, 1, m( } ) and f:, 1( } ) be the corresponding densities.
Corollary 3.1. The distribution function and density (if exists) of
Yt&:(1, m) can be expressed as
G:, 1, m(y)=|

0
F:, 1(z&1: y&z1&1:m&c log z) A(dz), (12)
g:, 1, m(y)=|

0
f:, 1(z&1: y&z1&1:m&c log z) z&d: A(dz), (13)
where c=(2?)(1&|sign(:&1)| ) g with g as in (11).
Theorem 3.1 and its Corollary show that &-stable distributions are
location and scale mixtures of stable laws. The properties presented in the
sequel follow from the corresponding properties of stable distributions via
Theorem 3.1. First, we show that all multivariate marginals of a &-stable
vector are &-stable.
Proposition 3.1. If Y=(Y1 , ..., Yd)t&:(1, m), then for all nd,
(Y1 , ..., Yn)t&:(1$, m$), where 1$=1 b h&1, and
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h: S$d={(s1 , ..., sd) # Sd : :
n
k=1
s2k>0= Sn ,
h(s1 , ..., sd)=\ s1(nk=1 s2k)12 , ...,
sn
(nk=1 s
2
k)
12+ ,
1 (ds)=\ :
n
k=1
s2k +
:2
1(ds), s # S$d .
The parameter m$=(m$1 , ..., m$n) has a kth component (1kn) given by
m$k={
mk ,
mk&
1
? |S$d sk log \ :
n
i=1
s2i + 1(ds),
if :{1,
if :=1.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of a similar result in the
stable case. We refer the reader to [20] for details. K
Next, we show that all linear combinations of components of a multi-
variate &-stable vector Y are univariate &-stable.
Proposition 3.2. Let Y=(Y1 , ..., Yd)t&:(1, m) be a &-stable (respec-
tively, strictly &-stable, symmetric &-stable) vector in Rd with ch.f. given in
(5)(6). Then any linear combination of the components of Y, Yb =dk=1 bkYk ,
is a univariate &-stable (respectively, strictly &-stable, symmetric &-stable)
random variable &:(_, ;, m) given by (8), where
_=_|Sd |(b, s) |
: 1(ds)&
1:
, ;=
Sd |(b, s) |
: sign((b, s) ) 1(ds)
Sd |(b, s) |
: 1(ds)
,
m={
(b, m) ,
(b, m) &
2
? |Sd (b, s) log |(b, s) | 1(ds),
:{1,
:=1,
with the understanding that ;=0 if _=0.
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.1 and the corresponding
result for stable laws (see [20]). K
Our next result shows that for a diagonal d_d real matrix D, the
distribution of DY is &-stable if Yt&:(1, m).
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Proposition 3.3. Let Yt&:(1, m) and let YD=DY, where D=[dii]
is a diagonal matrix with all diagonal entries different from zero. Then,
YD t&:(1D , mD), where
mD={
Dm,
Dm&2? |
Sd
Ds log &Ds& 1(ds),
if :{1,
if :=1.
(14)
The spectral measure 1D is defined as follows:
1D(ds)=&Ds&: 1$(ds) where 1$(B)=1 {s: Ds&Ds& # B= .
Proof. Write Eei( t, YD)=Eei(D t, Y)=9(D t), where 9 is the ch.f. of Y
given by (5)(6), and apply the change of variable formula. K
Our final result shows that if Yt&:(1, m) with discrete spectral measure,
then all linear combinations of components of Y are jointly &-stable.
Proposition 3.4. Let Y=(Y1 , ..., Yd)t&:(1, m), where 1 is concen-
trated on a finite number of points on the unit sphere Sd . Let B be an l_d
real matrix. Then, Y$=BY is &-stable.
Proof. Let :{1. By Theorem 3.1, Y =d &m+&1:X, where XtS:(1, 0).
Since 1 is concentrated on a finite number of points of Sd , we have
X =
d AX$, where A is a d_n real matrix and X$=(X$1 , ..., X$n)tS:(1, m$)
has independent marginals (see, [20, Proposition 2.3.7]). Since X"=BAX$
is stable (see, e.g., [20], Example 2.3.6), then BY =d &(Bm)+&1:(BAX$)
has the representation (10), and so it is &-stable. The proof for :=1 is
similar. K
4. TAIL PROBABILITIES
In this section we study tail probabilities of non-degenerate &-stable
random vectors in Rd. The tail behavior of their one-dimensional coordinates
follows from Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 from [13] and Proposition 3.2 of the
last section. Essentially, we have P(Yk>*)=O(*&:) as *  , where Yk
is the k th component of a &-stable r.v. Y (the asymptotic behavior of the
left tail of Yk is the same). We show that the order statistics of Y=(Y1 , ..., Yd)
t&:(1, m) (and their absolute values), as well as Y=&Y&, have similar
asymptotic behavior. We use the notation:
x+={x,0,
if x0,
x<0.
(15)
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In addition, we define
C:={
1&:
1(2&:) cos(?:2)
,
2?,
if :{1,
if :=1.
(16)
Theorem 4.1. Let Y=(Y1 , ..., Yd)t&:(1, m) with 0<:<2. If Y is
either
(i) strictly &-stable (:{1 and m=0 or :=1 with g=0) and ’=E&<
or
(ii) non-strictly &-stable and E&1 6 :< for :{1, or E |& log &|<
for :=1 then
lim
*  
*:P( min
1id
Yi>*)=C:’ |
Sd
min
1id
[si]:+ 1(ds). (17)
Proof. We write the corresponding result for the stable case, extend it
to the strictly &-stable case, and then show that it holds in the general case
as well via Lemma 4.4.2 of [20]. We sketch the proof for 0<:<1, as
other cases are similar.
(i) Let Y be strictly &-stable (with 0<:<1). By Theorem 3.1, we
have Y=&1: X, where X=(X1 , ..., Xd) is an ordinary stable vector with
spectral measure 1. By [20, Theorem 4.4.1 and Remark 1, p. 188], we have
lim
*  
*:P( min
1id
Xi>*)=C: |
Sd
min
1id
[si]:+ 1(ds). (18)
Conditioning on & produces
lim
*  
*:P( min
1id
Yi>*)= lim
*   |

0
P( min
1id
Xi>*z&1:) *: dA(z). (19)
Since the limit in (18) is finite, the integrand in (19) is bounded by Mz for
some M>0. Further, since 0 Mz dA(z)<, the dominated convergence
theorem applied to the limit in (19), coupled with (18), produce (17). The
result holds for the strictly &-stable case.
(ii) Assume that 0<:<1 and ’=E&1 6:=E&<. By Theorem 3.1,
we have Y =
d
m&+&1:X, where XtS:(1, 0), &tA, and X and & are
independent. By part (i) of Theorem 4.1,
lim
*  
*:P( min
1id
&1:Xi>*)=C:’ |
Sd
min
1id
[s i]:+ 1(ds). (20)
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If the limit (20) equals zero, we have
0 lim
*  
*: P( min
1id
Yi>*)
 lim
*  
*:P(& max
1id
mi>*2)+ lim
*  
*:P( min
1id
&1:Xi>*2)=0,
since *:P(& max1id mi>*2) either equals zero (if max1id mi<0) or
converges to zero (if max1id m i0, as E&<). Next, assume that the
limit (20) is not zero, and note that
min
1id
&1:Xi&W min
1id
YiW+ min
1id
&1:Xi , (21)
where W=& max1id |mi | is a positive random variable. By (20), the ran-
dom variable X=min1id &1:Xi has regularly varying tail, and the tail of
X dominates the tail of W in the sense that lim*   P(W>*)P(X>*)=0.
The application of Lemma 4.4.2 of [20] now produces
lim
*  
P(min1id Yi>*)
P(min1id &1:Xi>*)
=1,
and the result follows. Cases :=1 and 1<:<2 are similar. K
Corollary 4.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1,
lim
*  
*:P( min
1id
|Yi |>*)=C:’ |
Sd
min
1id
|si |: 1(ds).
Proof. Let 2=[($1 , ..., $d): $k=\1, k=1, ..., d]. Write
*:P( min
1id
|Yi |>*)= :
($1 , ..., $d ) # 2
*:P( min
1id
($ i Yi)>*) (22)
and note that, by Proposition 3.3, ($1Y1 , ..., $dYd) is &-stable with the
spectral measure 1$(B)=1(s: $1s1+ } } } +$dsd # B). Thus, by Theorem 4.1
and the change of variable formula, we obtain
lim
*  
*:P( min
1id
($iYi)>*)=C:’ |
Sd
min
1id
[s i]:+ 1$(ds)
=C: ’ |
Sd
min
1id
[$isi]:+ 1(ds). (23)
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Next, equations (22) and (23) produce
lim
*  
*:P( min
1id
|Yi |>*)=C:’ |
Sd
:
($1 , ..., $d ) # 2
min
1id
[$ isi]:+ 1(ds). (24)
Finally, note that for fixed s=(s1 , ..., sd) # Sd the integrand in (24) is
non-zero only if si {0 for all i=1, ..., d, in which case it is equal to
min1id |si |:. K
To describe the asymptotic behavior of general order statistics, we need
the following notation. Let [a1 , ..., ad] be a set of real numbers. Then,
a(1)a(2) } } } a (d ) denotes a non-increasing permutation of [a1 , ..., ad],
while |a| (1)|a| (2) } } } |a| (d ) denotes a non-increasing permutation of
[ |a1 |, ..., |ad |].
Theorem 4.2. Let Y=(Y1 , ..., Yd)t&:(1, m). If the conditions of
Theorem 4.1 hold, the for any k=1, ..., d,
lim
*  
*:P(Y(k)>*)=C:’ |
Sd
[s(k)]:+ 1(ds) (25)
and
lim
*  
*:P( |Y| (k)>*)=C:’ |
Sd
|s(k) | : 1(ds), (26)
where C: is given in (16) while [s(k)]:+ and |s(k) |
: are the kth largest among
[si]:+ and |si |
:, i=1, ..., d, respectively.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the corresponding result in the
stable case, and thus omitted. See [20] for details. K
In conclusion, we compute the rate of decay for the norm of a &-stable
vector.
Theorem 4.3. Let Y=(Y1 , ..., Yd)t&:(1, m) with representation (10)
and 0<:<2. If Y is either
(i) strictly &-stable with ’=E&<, or
(ii) general &-stable with E&16 :< for :{1 or E |& log &|< for
:=1 then for any Borel set BSd such that 1(B)=0 we have
lim
*  
*:P(&Y&>*, Y&Y& # B)=C: 1(B) ’, (27)
with C: as in (16).
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Proof. The proof for strictly &-stable case is similar to that of
Theorem 4.1. By Theorem 3.1, Y =
d &1:X, where XtS:(1, m) with m=0
for :{1. Write
lim
*  
*:P(&Y&>*, Y&Y& # B)= lim
*   |

0
f (*z&1:) z dA(z), (28)
where f ( y)= y:P(&X&> y, X&X& # B). By [20, Theorem 4.4.8],
lim
y  
f ( y)=C:1(B), (29)
so that f is bounded. Thus, the integrand in (28) is bounded by an integrable
function (as ’=E&<), and the result follows by the dominated conver-
gence theorem.
We now turn to the non-strictly &-stable case. We proceed by showing
the following two statements:
lim sup
*  
*:P(&Y&>*, Y&Y& # B)C:1(B) ’ (30)
for all closed Borel sets BSd , and
lim
*  
*:P(&Y&>*)=C: 1(Sd) ’. (31)
If (30) and (31) hold then, as *  , the measures P* defined by P*(B)=
*:P(&Y&>*, Y&Y& # B) converge vaguely to the measure C: 1. If (31)
holds, then they also converge weakly, which proves (27).
Case :{1. We start with (30) and follow the method of the proof of
theorem 4.4.8 in [20].
By Theorem 3.1 we have Y =
d &m+&1:X with XtS:(1, 0). For any
= # (0, 0.5),
P \&Y&>*, Y&Y& # b+
P \&&m&=*, &&1: X&>(1&=) *, Y&Y& # B++P(&&m&>=*).
(32)
Since E&1 6 :<, we have
lim
*  
*:P(&&m&=*)= lim
*  
*:P(&:(=*&m&):)=0. (33)
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Suppose that the set B is closed, and for any $>0 let B$ denote the closed
$-neighborhood of B. Since
" Y&Y&&
&1:X
&&1:X&"
2 &&m&
&Y&
,
then
P \&&m&=*, &&1: X&>(1&=) *, Y&Y& # B,
&1:X
&&1: X&
 B=$+=0,
where =$=2=(1&2=). Thus,
P \&&m&=*, &&1: X&>(1&=) *, Y&Y& # B+
P \&&1:X&>(1&=) *, &
1: X
&&1: X&
# B=$+ . (34)
Using (32), (33) and (34), and applying the result for the strictly &-stable
vector &1: X, we have
lim sup
*  
*:P \&Y&>*, Y&Y& # B+
lim sup
*  
*:P \&&1: X&>(1&=) *, &
1: X
&&1:X&
# B=$ +
=lim sup
*  
[(1&=) *]: (1&=)&: P \&&1: X&>(1&=) *, &
1:X
&&1:X&
# B=$+
(1&=)&: C: 1(B=$) ’. (35)
When = a 0, we have B=$ a B and (30) follows.
We turn to the proof of (31). Set X=&&1:X& and X=&&m& and note
that
P(X&W>*)P(&Y&>*)P(X+W>*). (36)
Since X is strictly &-stable and E&16:<, we conclude that X has a
regularly varying tail, that dominates the tail of W. Thus, by Lemma 4.4.2
of [20] and (36),
lim
*  
P(&Y&>*)P(X>*)=1,
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and the first part of the Theorem applied to X gives (31). This concludes
the proof for :{1.
Case :=1. Write Y =d 2?& log &g+&(X+m) and proceed as before
using the first part of the Theorem applied to the strictly &-stable random
vector &(X+m). We omit the details. K
5. JOINT MOMENTS
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for finiteness of the joint
moments of a non-degenerate Y=(Y1 , ..., Yd)t&:(1, m), whose components
are n-fold dependent, that is
1[s=(s1 , ..., sd) # Sd: s1 {0, s2 {0, ..., sd {0]>0.
Theorem 5.1. Let (Y1 , ..., Yd)t&:(1, m), where 0<:<2, be jointly
&-stable and n-fold dependent, and let p1 , ..., pd be non-negative numbers.
(i) If :{1, then E |Y1 | p1 } } } |Yd | pd< if and only if p= p1+ } } } +
pd<: and E&( p:)6 p<.
(ii) If :=1, then E |Y1 | p1 } } } |Yd | pd< if and only if p= p1+ } } } + pd
<: and E& p(log &) p$<, where p$=i # A pi , and A=[i: gi=Sd si1(ds)
{0] ( p$=0 for A=<).
Proof. We use representation Theorem 3.1 and the corresponding result
for ordinary stable vectors [20, Lemma 4.5.2]. We prove the result when
:<1, as the cases :=1 and 1<:<2 are similar.
Necessity. Assume that E |Y1 | p1 } } } |Yd | pd<. Then, there exists a
positive constant z such that
E ‘
d
i=1
|miz+z1:Xi | pi<, (37)
and positive constants x1 , ..., xd such that
E ‘
d
i=1
|mi&+&1:xi | pi<, (38)
where & and Xi ’s are as in the representation Theorem 3.1. By (37), we
have E >di=1 |X i |
pi<. Therefore, by Lemma 4.5.2 in [20], we must have
p<:. Turning to (38), we note that since z1&1:  0 as z  , there exists
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a positive constant M such that if z>M then |miz1&1:+xi ||xi 2| for all
i=1, ..., d. Define &M=& } I[&>M] and note that
>E ‘
d
i=1
|m i&+&1:xi | piE ‘
d
i=1
|mi&M+&1:M xi |
pi
=E ‘
d
i=1
& pi:M |mi&
1&1:
M +xi |
piE& p:M ‘
d
i=1
|xi 2| pi.
Thus, E& p:M <, so that E&
p:< and the result follows.
Sufficiency. Assume that p<: and E&( p:)6p=E& p:<. By Ho lder
inequality,
E ‘
d
i=1
|mi&+&1:Xi | pi ‘
d
i=1
(E |mi &+&1:Xi | p) pi p.
Note that since 0<:<1, we have 0<z<z1: if and only if z>1. Condi-
tioning on &, we obtain
E |mi &+&1:Xi | p
=|

0
E |miz+z1:Xi | p dA(z)
|

0
E( |mi | z+z1: |Xi | ) p dA(z)
=|
1
0
E( |mi | z+z1: |Xi | ) p dA(z)+|

1
E( |mi | z+z1: |Xi | ) p dA(z)
|
1
0
z pE( |mi |+|X i | ) p dA(z)+|

1
z p:E( |mi |+|X i | ) p dA(z)
=E( |mi |+|Xi | ) p \|
1
0
z p dA(z)+|

1
z p: dA(z)+
=E( |mi |+|Xi | ) p (I1+I2)<,
since E( |mi |+|Xi | ) p< (as p<:), I1< as an integral over a bounded set,
and I2E& p:< by assumption. This completes the proof for :<1. K
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